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Abstract
We present a new method for generating two-dimensionnl
maps o f the cerebral cortex. Our computerized, two-stage flattening method takes as its input any well-defined representation of a surface within t h e fhree-dimensionalcortex. The
first stage rapidly converts this surface to a topologically correct two-dimensional map. without regard for the amount o f
distortion introduced. The second stage reduces distortions
using a multiresolution strategy that makes gross s1i;ipe
changes on a co;irsely sampled map and further shape retinements o n progressively finer resolution maps. We demonstr;ite

INTRODUCTION
The extensive convolutions of the cerebral cortex that
are present in many mammalian species pose a practical
obstacle for neuroscientists w h o study cortical organization and function. A central problem is the difficulty in
analyzing regions buried within the deep and irregular
sulci of the cortex. The difficulty is not simply in visualization per se, because buried regions can be exposed by
taking two-dimensional slices through the cortex using
various histological o r noninvasive imaging techniques.
Rather, the main challenge is to decipher the complex
spatial relationships between regions contained o n clifferent slices or lying in different sulci.
O n e way to address this problem is to work with
flattened, two-dimensional representations of the cortex.
In some cases this can be achieved by physically unfolding and flattening the cortex prior to histological scctioning (Welker & Woolsey, 1974; Olavarria & Van
Sluyters, 1985; Tootell & Silverman, 1985). However,
physical flattening is impossible for Functional brain imaging and other in uizm studies, and it is impractical o r
undesirable for many other experimental situations. Instead, it is often preferable to generate flat maps from a
series of contours of the cortical surface or o f a particular cortical layer. llntil recently, such two-dimensional
cortical maps were generally made with one of several
available manual techniques (Burton & Jones, 1976; Van
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the utility o f this approach by creating flat maps of the entire
cerebral cortex in the macaque monkey m d by displaying
various types o f experimental data o n such maps. We also
introduce a surfice-based coordinate system that has advantages over conventional stereotaxic coordinates and is relevant
t o studies of cortical organization in 1ium;ms as well as nonhuman primates.Together.these methods provide ;in improved
basis for quantitative studies o f individual variability in cortical
organization.

Essen & Maunsell, 1980;Gattass tk Gross, I981 ) or by an
interactive compute-aided technique (Sherk. 1992).
However, all of these techniques are difficult to execute
and are subject t o significant inaccuracies when applied
to large and highly convoluted regions of cortex. Consequently, there have been several efforts to develop automated techniques for cortical flattening (Schwartz, Shaw,
tk Wolfson, 1989; Carman, 1990; Jouandet et al., 1989;
Carman, Drury. SL Van Essen, 1995). The computerized
methods reported t o date work adequately fbr surfaces
of modest size, such as area V1 in the macaque, but are
unsatisfactory for flattening larger surfaces. such as an
entire cerebral hemisphere o f a human or macaque
monkey. This is because they are unduly slow (owing to
computational demands that scale steeply with the size
of the surface to bc unfolded) or because they leave
undesirably large residual distortions.
Here, w e describe a method for creating flat maps that
is markedly fastcr than previously publishccl methods
and is effective in generating maps with low overall
distortion. Its speed derives from a multiresolution smtegy, in which global shape changes are first made on 3
coarse-resolution representation of thc surface o f interest. Thesc changes ;ire then transferred t o progressivel!.
finer-resolution representations. which are subjected to
more localized refinements in shape. We demonstratc
the utility o f this approach by creating flat maps of the
entire cerebral cortex for two macaque monkeys. We

also show how such maps can be used to display different types of experimental information, such as connectivity data derived from pathway-tracing experiments.
Another issue arises from the inadequacy of standard
stereotaxic coordinate systems for representing spatial
relationships related to the topology of the cortical surface. A conventional stereotaxic atlas assigns threedimensional coordinates to every position in the brain
in relation to standardized axes for the species under
consideration. Points that lie close to one another in
stereotaxic coordinates ( e g , sites on opposite banks of
a cortical sulcus) may, in fact, be far apart in terms of the
minimum intracortical distance by which they are separated. Here, we introduce a coordinate system, based on
a flat cortical map, that accurately reflects the inherent
topology of the cortical surface. This concept can be
readily extended to human cerebral cortex, where it
should be especially valuable in analyzing and comparing results from functional brain-imaging studies.
Finally, our approach is part of an overall strategy for
analyzing and compensating for individual variability in
cortical organization. It is well known that individual
brains differ markedly in their overall size, in their gyral
and sulcal pattern, and in the size, shape, and position of
identified cortical areas. For example, the size of welldefined cortical areas, such as V1, varies more than 2-fold
across individuals in humans (Stensaas et al., 1974) and
macaque monkeys (Van Essen, Maunsell, & Bixby, 1981;
Van Essen, Newsome, & Maunsell, 1984). Computerized
flat maps allow individual differences in cortical organization to be visualized readily and quantified precisely.
They also provide a format in which shape-based transformation algorithms (Miller, Christensen, Amit, & Grenader, 1993) can be used to address these differences by
transforming one map to match the shape of another.

RESULTS
Because this study involves the development of a new
flattening method as well as its application to specific
cases, we present a general overview of the methodology within the Results section. Technical details are provided in the Methods section.
Surface Reconstructions

Our flattening method takes as its input a three-dimensional reconstruction of any well-defined surface within
the cerebral cortex. It is preferable, when possible, to
select a surface that lies midway between the white
matter and the pial surface (Van Essen & Maunsell, 1980).
This ensures that each unit of surface area in the reconstruction is associated with approximately the same volume of cortex, whether it is at the crown of a gyrus
(where the radial lines defined by cortical architecture
converge toward the white matter), at the fundus of a
sulcus (where the radial lines converge toward the pial
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surface), or along a locally flat region of cortex (where
the radial lines are parallel to one another). When Nissl
stains or other architectonic data are available, cortical
layer 4 is readily identifiable and adequately meets this
requirement. If the pial surface is used instead, the reconstruction will overemphasize the crowns of gyri and
underemphasize the fundi of sulci; the converse is true
if the reconstruction is based on the border between
gray and white matter.
Most of our analysis was based on reconstructions of
two complete hemispheres: Case 79-0, which was based
on contours of layer 4, and Case 90-C,which was based
on contours of the pial surface. The Case 79-0 reconstruction was derived from manual tracings of cortical
layer 4 from a series of Nissl-stained sections (540 ym
between sections). Each contour in the reconstruction
was represented as set of discrete nodes (about 500 pm
between nodes), and neighboring nodes were linked to
one another by straight line segments to form a wireframe reconstruction (Fig. 1A). The wire-frame reconstruction was converted to a surface tessellation, which
is a set of identified triangles that cover (tile) the surface
completely and without overlap. This tessellation provides the necessary substrate for the flattening process,
and for visualization of the three-dimensional surface as
a solid surface rendering (Fig. IB).
Because the hemisphere contains a significant degree
of intrinsic curvature, cuts must be made in the reconstructed surface to avoid large distortions in the final
map (Van Essen & Maunsell, 1980). To conform with
previous manually generated maps, we introduced one
cut along the entire perimeter of area V1, thereby generating separate reconstructions of V1 (Fig. 1C) and the
remainder of the hemisphere (Fig. 1D).Several other cuts
were made in the same regions of the temporal, occipital, and frontal lobes previously found useful in making
flat maps (Van Essen & Maunsell, 1980; Felleman & Van
Essen, 1991).
Case 90-C is shown in a lateral view of the intact
hemisphere in Figure 2A. It was slightly smaller than
Case 79-0 (overall length 5.8 cm vs. 6.6 cm) and had a
prominent external calcarine sulcus on the occipital
operculum. The reconstruction of Case 90-C was based
on images taken of the cut brain surface at the time of
sectioning (see Toga, Ambach, Quionn, Hutchin, & Burton, 1994),rather than from stained histological sections.
These images were edited to remove regions not belonging to the cut brain surface. The fidelity of the data
acquisition and editing can be seen by visualizing a
volume reconstruction of the entire hemisphere (Fig.
2B). The clear distinction between cortical gray matter
and white matter in this volume rendering can be visualized by removing portions of the reconstruction (Fig.
2C). Contours of the pial surface were generated from
sections at intervals of 500 pm. The surface reconstruction for this hemisphere is shown as a set of discrete
nodes (Fig. 2D) and as a surface rendering in which V1
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Figure 1. Threedimensional
representations of the Case 790 hemisphere. (A) literal
view of a wire-frame rcconstruction of layer 4 from the
complete hemisphere, containing 29.481 nodes from 84
horizontal sections This reconstruction was subjected to
100 iterations of corrective
smoothing. (B) A solid rendering of this surface. (C) Wireframe reconstruction of area
V1 in isolation (3848 nodes).
from the same lateral viewing
angle as in A (D) Wire-frame
reconstruction of the remainder of the hemisphere (without V 1 . and with small cuts
visible in the frontal and temporal lobes). The scale reflects
actual dimensions in the intact hemisphere (determined
using photographs taken
prior to sectioning). and is
thus compensated for the
shrinkage of sections that occurred during histological
processing.

is portrayed in a lighter shade than the rest of the
hemisphere (Fig. 2E).

Surface Flattening
Oixmlieul

Our method for generating flat cortical maps entails
eight distinct operations carried out in two major stages.
Stage I involves the rapid generation of a flat map that
is permitted to contain large distortions. We illustrate
two independent methods for achieving this objective.
Stage I1 reduces these distortions by a coarse-to-fine
strategy, in which gross changes in the overall configuration of the map are made quickly on a coarse-resolution
representation, and refinement of the shape is carried
out on progressively finer-resolution representations.
This division of labor allows a minimally distorted map
to be attained within a reasonable amount o f computation time.
The eight individual steps are identified in Table 1 and
are illustrated schematically in Figures 3-5 using area V1
of Case 79-0 (Fig. 1C) as an exemplar. Four of the operations ( 1 , 2 , 3 , and 6) involve transformations in the shape
Figure 2. Threedimensional representations of Case 90-C. (A) 1'110tograph of the fixed. unsectioned hemisphere, with a metric scale included. (B) Volume reconstruction of the pial surface generdted in
VoxelView (see Methods). (C) A portion of the hemisphere after removing lateral and dorsomedial regions using VoxelView tools. 'lhe
distinction between gray matter and white matter is quite sharp,
and there is little difference in image quality between the p:tr.isaggital plane (in which images of the cut brain surface were initially obtained) and the graphically generated oblique plane cut. (The

oblique angle of the dorsoposterior cut is a consequence of the orientation of the origitral images fed into VoxelView. which is constrained t o making slices in the three cardinal planes of a given
volumetric reconstruction.) (D) A reconstruction o f the pial surface
of the complete hemisphere. All individual nodes itre displayed. but
linkages between nodes have hem omitted for clarity (E)Surface
rendering of the reconstructed pidl surface, with area V I indicated
in a lighter shade.

Table 1. Specific Operations Involved in Surface Flattening"
Operation

Stage I
1 . Corrective
smoothing
2. Rapid

Purpose

Create a flat (but distorted) surface
Improve the accuracy of the 3-D
reference surface

flattening

Achieve a topologically correct 2-D
mapping (two methods available)

3. Perimeter
morphing

Reduce distortions along perimeter
of map

Stage I1
4. Resampling

Reduce distortions on the 2-D surface
Represent the original
reconstruction by a regularly
connected array of nodes

5. Downsampling

Create a coarser representation in
2-D and 3-D

6.2-D morphing

Reduce distortions throughout the
2-D map (applicable at any
resolution)

7 . IJpsampling

Restore a finer resolution
representation after morphing of a
downsampled map

8. Racksampling

Determine positions of original
nodes on a fully morphed 2-1) map

'' The input

to Stage I is a threedimensional wire-frame reconstruction. Each operation identilied on the left has a specific purpose
that is summarized on the right and explained in the accompanying
text and in greater detail in Methods.

(geometry) of the surface; the remaining four ( 4 , 5 , 7 ,and
8) involve changes in how the surface is sampled.

Ytage I Operations
The starting point is a three-dimensional wire-frame reconstruction (Fig. 3A). In this example, the smooth operculum of area V1 is viewed nearly face-on, and the more
convoluted cortex in the calcarine sulcus appears in the
triangular region on the left. The initial reconstruction
contained significant irregularities that arose from imperfect alignment of the layer 4 contours from adjacent
sections. To reduce these artifactual surface irregularities
and create a more accurate three-dimensional reference
su vface, we used a relaxation process (correctioe
sitzoothitzg, Fig. 3B). The degree of smoothing achieved
in Case 79-0 can be seen by comparing the medial wall
of the reconstruction (left side) in panels A and B.
The three-dimensional reference surface is subjected
to vapid jlattenitzg to create a topologically correct
two-dimensional map. Each point on the surface thereby
attains explicit two-dimensional coordinates; this constitutes a parametric representation of the surface (see
hlethods) that is a prerequisite for the operations described in Stage 11. We developed two independent meth4
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Figure 3. Flow chart of key steps in Suge I of cortical flattening.
(A) The process starts with a three-dimensional wire-frame surfuce
reconsfruction of the structure of interest, exemplified here by a
view of arra V l from Case 79-0 as seen from the rear. (B)Irregularities in the reconstruction (arising from alignment errors or other
noise in the input data) are reduced by the procebs of correctirie
smootl~ingto create a three-dimensional refereme surJiuce. If no
smoothing is required. the original reconstruction (A) can serve as
the reference surkace. (C) The three-dimensional surface is converted
to a twtwlimensional map by rcipid ftaftening. In this instance. area
V1 has been flattened by the process of collapsing to a disk; an alternate method is illustrated in the next figure. (D) The rapidly flattened surface is SUbJKctedto perittz2efc.rWzorphzng, which reduces
local distortions in the vicinity of the perimeter. Globally. the map is
still grossly distorted relative to its desired tindl configuration, but
the reduction of local distortions improves the fidelity of the subsequent resampling operation.

ods for rapid flattening. In the method illustrated in
Figure 3C (collapsing to a disk), the nodes along the
perimeter of the surface are repositioned so that they lie
in fixed, regularly spaced locations on a circle. The interior nodes are iteratively repositioned by a relaxation
process that brings them progressively closer to a completely planar configuration, while the perimeter nodes
remain fixed in position. This method preserves the
topological relationships among neighboring nodes, but
severe distortions can occur in local geometric relationVoluine 8,Number I

Figure 4. Rapid tlattening by the method o f concentric rings. illustrated here wing are;i V1 o f Case 790. as i n Figure 5.(A) Pobterior
view of are;i V 1. after selection o f a bred node dorsally, near the medial wall (upper left) and :ipplication of the algorithm t o de1inr:ttc
progressively larger rings of neighboring nodes that surround the
seed node. (B) Same reconstruction viewed front the medial sidc.
showing rings extending throughout the operculum and ca1c;irinc
sulcus. (C) Conversion to a two-dimensional array that preserves the
topology of neigltboring rings. The innermost rings form contplctc
circles, hut past ii critical diameter the) iire interrupted by intersections with the perimeter o f V1 (see Methods). For this choice o f :I
seed node. the resultant configuration is a closer approximation to
the desired final map (see Figs. 6 and 7 ) than is provided by the tl:ittening to :I disk method illustrated in the preceding figure. (D) 'I'lie
map in C , after 50 iterations of perimeter morphing. displayed a h a
wire-frame reconstruction

ships (distances between adjacent nodes and angles between adjacent line segments), particularly along the
perimeter of the map. The most severe distortions are
reduced by the operation of perimeter nzorphing (Fig.
SD). The repositioning of nodes along the perimeter is
driven by forces that strive to restore the reference
lengths and angles associated with the three-dimensional
reference surface; meanwhile, the interior nodes are
moved by continued application of the same relaxation
process used for corrective smoothing. Along the perimeter, the map quickly acquires many of the local
shape chardcteristics that will be present in the final
product, but the interior of the map remains far from its
final configuration.
We also developed an alternate method for rapid flattening (accretion of concentric rings) that involves the
progressive addition of concentric rings built outward
from a seed node selected from the interior of the
reconstruction. This is illustrated in Figure 4,using the
same reconstruction of area V1 as in the preceding
figure. A seed node (arrow) was chosen near the dorsal

Figure 5. Flow chart o f key steps in Stage I1 of cortical tlattening.
( A l ) A map of area V l after rapid tlattcning and perimeter niwphiiig (same as Fig. 51)). (AZ)The corresponding threeJiniensiona1
reference S L I I ~ X K for V l (same :IS Fig. 3B). ( B l ) Area V I after v e s ~ t ~
p l i q to create a i 0 0 node representation ( 8 2 ) The corresponding
threeilimensional reference surfice for the resampled \ ' I (C1 ) Area
V 1 after two rounds o f tk,cc,iistrr/rp/i/r~,
Irading t o a Z i node k f * dJ
representation. (C2) '1hreeciimc.nsionaI reference s u ~ a c efor the
twice-downsampled V1.(D) The resiilt of / w ) v p / j i i i gapplied t o the
lrcvl 4 (mice downsmipled) map o f V1. (E)The result o f two
rounds of upsampling and morphing t(i c r a t e a l e c d 1 representation of V l . (F) The result of /xtcksci//i/~/ingand additional niorphing. The backsampling operation ib optional. but it can lead to a
slightly more accurate tinal contiguration than &-it11 the highest level
resampling (see Methods).

margin of V1 and along the medial wall of the hemisphere, as seen in a posterior view (Fig. 4A) and a medial
view (Fig. 4B). Adjoining rings, shown in different shades
of gray, encircle the seed node. (Note that the majority
of rings are interrupted along one or more margins of
V l . ) The nodes are transposed to two dimensions by
assigning each ring (or partial ring) an appropriate radius
from the seed node and incrementing the polar angle
for successive nodes in the ring (Fig. 4C). As with the
preceding method for rapid flattening, the map is then
subjected to perimeter morphing to reduce local distortions (Fig. 4D).
Stage II Operations

To create a multiresolution representation, our method
requires that the surface of interest be represented by a
regularly connected lattice in which all interior nodes
have equal numbers of neighbors. This criterion is not
met by the three-dimensional reconstruction techniques
used in this study. Hence, it is necessary to resample the
surface, thereby identifying a set of nodes that forms an
appropriately regular lattice but still belongs on the
surface tessellation.We are not aware of any reliable way
to achieve this objective in a single step, i.e., by direct
resampling of a highly convoluted three-dimensionalsurface. However, such a resampling is straightforward to
achieve on a two-dimensional surface, which motivated
the development of the rapid flattening approach described above (Stage I).
To obtain a regular sampling array, a hexagonal lattice
of nodes is defined that completely covers (and extends
slightly outside) the original array of nodes generated by
Stage I flattening. In Figure 5, this irregularly connected
starting array is shown in panel A1 (identical to Fig. 3D).
Panel B1 shows a relatively coarse resampling of this
map, containing about a tenth of the original number of
nodes; this is denoted as a level 2 representation. An
interpolation algorithm is then used to determine the
corresponding three-dimensional coordinates for each
node in the resampling array. This information is used to
create a threedimensional resampled reference surface
(panel B2) that approximates the original three-dimensional reference surface (panel A2) and provides the
reference data used for the morphing operations described below.
The resampled reconstruction is then downsampled,
by deleting alternate rows of nodes and alternate nodes
within each remaining row, to create a coarser array. In
Figure 5, the initial resampling was subjected to two
rounds of downsampling, going from leuel 2 resolution
(panels B1 and B2) to a very coarse (level 4)resolution
containing only 25 nodes (panels C1 and C2). Once
sufficiently downsampled, the twodimensional map is
subjected to two-dimensional morphing (panel D) to
achieve rapid and large-scale reductions in the distortions that had been introduced during Stage I flattening.
6
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The repositioning of all nodes (interior as well as perimeter) is driven by forces that strive to restore the lengths
and angles associated with the corresponding threedimensional reference surface.
After an appropriate number of morphing iterations
(see below), the low-resolution map is upsampled by an
interpolation process that places each intervening node
in an appropriate position on the two-dimensional map.
At each step of upsampling, the map is subjected to
additional morphing to further reduce distortions. Two
steps of upsampling and morphing yielded the leuel 2
map show in Figure 5E.The final operation, backsampling (Fig. 5F), restores a representation to the original
sampling lattice. Each original node is placed in an appropriately interpolated position on the resampled and
extensively morphed cortical map. The backsampled
map can also be subjected to morphing to reduce residual distortions.
To obtain a minimally distorted final map, we generally
found it necessary to carry out more than a single cycle
of Stage I1 operations. The number of iterations in each
cycle is selected so as to substantially reduce distortions
without introducing topological irregularities (creases),
in which one or more tiles become folded and overlap
neighboring tiles. Creases are detected automatically
(see Methods), and if they occur the cycle can simply be
repeated with fewer iterations. This strategy succeeds
because resampling of the intermediate map renders it
less susceptible to creasing in various locally stressed
regions and therefore allows morphing in the subsequent cycle of Stage I1 operations to bring the map
closer to a minimally distorted configuration.

Flattening of Area V1
We first illustrate the performance of our method on
area V1 from two hemispheres.Area V1 provides a useful
testbed for validating the technique and for introducing
several techniques used to display and analyze our results.
Case 79-0

Figure 6 shows the results of flattening area V1 of Case
79-0 using the method of collapsing to a disk for obtaining the initial two-dimensional map. The starting contiguration was the three-dimensional reconstruction after
corrective smoothing (Fig. 6A, same as Fig. 3B). After
rapid flattening and perimeter morphing, two complete
cycles of Stage I1 operations (resampling,downsampling,
morphing, etc.) were applied to achieve a satisfactory
final map. The wire-frame reconstruction (Fig. 6B) is
useful for discerning the overall shape of the map, but it
does not explicitly represent any internal geographic
features. Previous manually generated cortical maps have
represented cortical geography by drawing contours to
represent the fundus of each sulcus and the margins of
Volume 8, Number 1

Figure 6. A flat map of area V1
(Case 79-0) generated by the collapsing-to-a-disk method of
rapid flattening. (A) Rear view of
the threedimensional reconstruction of cortical layer 4 (same as
Fig. 3A). (B) Wire-frame representation of the final map after
undergoing corrective smoothing
(100 iterations). rapid flattening
(400 iterations), perimeter morphing (100 iterations). and two
cycles of Stage I1 operations. The
first cycle of Stage I1 involved a
relatively coarse resampling (743
nodes); the second cycle was
much finer-grained (5030 nodes).
Multiple stages of downsampling
were carried out (three for cycle
1. five for cycle 2). each stage of
upsampling involved between 20
and 50 iterations of morphing.
(C)A map of mean curvature.
showing regions of inward (gyral) folding (positive mean curvature, light on map) and outward
(fundal) folding (negative m a n
curvature. dark on map). (D) A
map of intrinsic cunrature. Regions of significant nonzero intrinsic curvature occur mainly in
regions of high mean curvature
in the preceding panel. (E)A
map of areal distortion on the
map of area V1. The distortion ratio at each location is encoded
by gray-level.using the scale illus
trated in the shaded bar. (F)A histogram of distortion ratios. Vcry
few tiles have a distortion ratio
smaller than 0.75 or greater than
1.25. In this and other figures. a
very small fraction of the tiles
were sufficiently distorted that
they exceeded the limits o f the
gray scale representation ;and/or
the range of the displayed histogram. The total s u r f x c arrd of
the flat map was 956 mm’.
which is 1.6%greater than the
941 mm’ of the three-dimensional reconstruction.

each gyrus. Here, we used the geometric infornution
available in the three-dimensional reconstruction to represent cortical geography by continuous variables rather
than discrete contours. The particular variables we chose
were the mean curuature and the intrinsic curimture
(see Methods and legend to Fig. 6). The mean curvature
is particularly informative for ascertaining the major cortical folds. It takes o n positive values (lighter shades in
Fig. 6c) where the cortex is folded inward along the
crown of a gyrus, and negative values (darker shadcs in
Fig. 6c) where the cortex is folded outward along the

fundus of a sulcus. The most prominent geographic feature in area V1 is the fold along the medial wall of the
hemisphere, which appears as a vertical strip of positive
mean curvature near the middle of the map. This separates the smooth operculum on the right from the calcarine sulcus on the left, whose irregular convolutions
are associated with several additional regions of positive
and negative mean curvature. Intrinsic (Gaussian) curvature is nonzero only in regions that cannot be flattened
without distortion, i.e., regions that are not flat or simply
folded. This includes convex or concave regions that
Drury et al.
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have positive intrinsic curvature (dark in Fig. 6D) and
saddle-shaped regions with negative intrinsic curvature
(light in Fig. 6D). Portions of V1 with high intrinsic
curvature are restricted to the fold along the medial wall
of the hemisphere and to a few places in the calcarine
sulcus.
Distortions in surface area on the map were calculated
as a distortion ratio (area of each tile on the two-dimensional map divided by the area of the corresponding tile
in the three-dimensional reconstruction) and are displayed as a gray-scale map in Figure 6E. Most regions of
the map are relatively undistorted (intermediate gray),
but there are a few regions of residual compression
(darker shades, corresponding to a distortion ratio less
than unity) and of residual expansion (lighter shades,
corresponding to a distortion ratio greater than unity).
Not surprisingly,the distorted regions are mainly concentrated near the regions of high mean curvature and
intrinsic curvature.
A histogram of the overall statistics for distortion ratios
on this map is illustrated in Figure 6 E The peak of the
histogram is close to unity, and the mean distortion ratio,
summed across all tiles, is 1.01.We also calculated several
additional measures of distortion aimed at capturing
other aspects of the pattern of distortions (see Methods).
One was the absolute areal distortion, whose value is
zero in undistorted regions and is positive for regions
that are either expanded or contracted (see Methods).
The average value of the absolute areal distortion for the
map in Figure 6 is 6.3%,and nearly all tiles were compressed or expanded by less than 20% in surface area.
Similarly, we calculated an absolute linear distortion,
whose average value was 5%, and an absolute angular
distortion, whose average value was 7%.
The map in Figure 6 is less distorted than the best map
attained for the same area V1 using our previous flattening method (Carman et al., 1995), but it has not necessarily reached the minimum possible distortion. TO
ascertain whether further reductions in distortions could
be readily attained, we applied a third cycle of Stage I1
operations. This resulted in no significant change in the
appearance of the distortion map or in the histogram of
distortion ratios, suggesting that the distortions at the
end of the second cycle were near the minimum attainable with this approach.
To determine whether the outcome of Stage I1 morphing depends critically on the starting configuration
provided by the Stage I rapid flattening, we began with
the same reconstruction of area V1 from Case 79-0 but
used the accretion of concentric rings method (see Fig.
4 ) to generate the input to Stage 11. The resultant map,
after two cycles of Stage I1 operations, is shown as a
wire-frame reconstruction in Figure 7A and as a grayscale map of mean curvature in Figure 7B. It is remarkably similar to the preceding map pig. 6) that was based
on rapid flattening by collapsing to a disk. The map of
areal distortion (Fig. 7 C ) was also very similar to that in
X
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Figure 6E, as was the histogram of distortion ratios (not
shown). The similarity between maps is illustrated more
graphically by subtracting the two maps of mean curvature (Fig. 6C from Fig. 7B), so that regions with identical
mean curvature appear intermediate gray in the difference map (Fig. 7D). There are only minor shape differences along the perimeter of the map, and in the interior
most of the geographic features in the two maps have
canceled one another, indicating virtual superposition.
This demonstrates that our multiresolution morphing
approach can generate maps that are largely independent of the starting configuration.

Case 90-C

Figure 8A shows the three-dimensional reconstruction of
area V1 in Case 90-C as seen from a posterior view. Its
general configuration was similar to that of V1 from Case
79-0, except for the presence of a prominent external
calcarine sulcus on the lower right and a more tightly
furled configuration of the calcarine sulcus on the left.
A wire-frame representation of the cortical map after
two cycles of flattening and morphing is shown in Figure
8B. The map of mean curvature (Fig. 8C) shows very
sharp folding in the fundus of the external calcarine
sulcus (lower right on the map) and in the ‘Y”-shaped
fundus of the internal calcarine sulcus (left on map). The
folding is shallower and smoother along the crest of
each gyral region. This asymmetry arises because the
reconstruction was based on the pial surface, rather than
on layer 4 as was done for Case 794. The gray-scale
distortion map (Fig. 8D) reveals that the distortions were
low across most of the map, except for a few regions
running along the fundus of the internal and external
calcarine sulcus. The histogram of distortion ratios for
this map (not shown) has a very similar proNe to that
for the Case 79-0 area V l , with a mean areal distortion
ratio of 1.01.The absolute areal distortion averaged 8%.
The configuration of the flat V1 maps is similar in the
two cases, but they are far from identical. Area V1 was
19%smaller in total surface area in Case 90-C (7.6vs. 9.4
cm’ for Case 794). It has a more pointed tip at the foveal
representation on the right and more pronounced protrusions at the top and bottom of the map, in the region
corresponding to the medial edge of the opercular region. These differences are much larger than can be
attributed to the residual distortions in either map, or to
the fact that one map was based on layer 4 contours and
the other on pial surface contours.

Hemisphere Flattening
The utility of our method was evaluated by flattening
regions much larger than area V1. Here, we demonstrate
that it can be used to flatten the complete hemisphere
in our two exemplar cases.
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Figure 7. A tlat map of ;iwa V I (Case '9.0) generated by the cow
centric ring method o f r;ipid flattening. (A) The final m;ip o f ;irc;i \ I .
starting with the two-dimensional map shown i n Figure i t ) and :itter application of two cycles of Stage I1 operations (9-2 nodes i n
the tirst cycle and 4.8'1 nodes in the second). Three stages o f don 11sampling were tloiie in the tirst cycle ;ind five stages i n tlie sccoiicl
cycle; cacli stage of iqxinipling involved between 50 ;ind LOO iterations o f morphing (B) A map o f mean CiirLitiire,showing region o f
inward (gyral) folding and outward (fiind:iI) folding that ;ire Icry
similar to those o f Figure OC.(C) A gray-level map of areal distortion.
which is very similar t o that of Figiirc 6E. The histogram of clistortion ratios (not shown) was virtually indistinguishable from thnt 01
Figure 6 E (D) A direct comparison made by siihtnicting the t\vo
maps o f niran curvature (R. above. subtracted from panel C of Fig.
6 ) 7 ' h K differences ;ire only minor. indicating that the outcome of'
Stage II morphing is not critically dependent o n thc shape of the
map when it is rcsampled.

Case 79-0
Figure 9A shows a wire-frame representation of the flat
map of the Case 79-0 hemisphere (without V1, see Fig.
1D), after resampling and coarse-to-fine morphing as
detailed in the figure legend. We use a standard display
format (Van Essen Sr Maunsell, 1980),in which occipital
cortex appears on the left of the map, temporal cortex
on the lower right, parietal cortex on the upper left, and
frontal cortex on the upper right. The map of mean
curvature (Fig. 9B) allows ready identification of all of
the major cortical sulci, each of which contains a dark
strip representing the fundus and a light strip along the
perimeter, representing the crests of gyri. The regions of
high intrinsic curvature for the hemisphere, shown in
Figure 9C, are generally associated with these regions of
sharpest folding, just as was found for area V1.
The areal distortion map (Fig. 9D) shows that distortions are relatively modest over most of the hemisphere.
Nonetheless, the distortions are significantly greater than
for the maps of area V1. There are many small regions.
particularly near the middle of the hemisphere map,

Figure 8. (A) A three-dimensional recoiistriiction of the pi;il siirkicc
o f arca \'I from Cise 90-C. after 50 iterations o f corrective smoothing (fewer t1i:in needed for Case -9.0 hecause there 1v;is better alignment hetween adl;icent sxtions). (B) A \vire-fr;inie representation o f
the tlat map of V 1 , gener.1tt.d by the c'olltr/isi~r#-to-tr-tlisk
method for
Stage I and two cycles <it Stage 11 operations ( 1 6 . 4 1 rcs;implcd nodes
in the first cycle and 591 I nodes in the second). (C) h gra!-level
map of mean eiin-atiire. displ:i!d using the smic c(iii~ciitiotisas in
the preceding hTo figures 'I'he folds dong the internal and esterti;il
cdcarinr siilci are more bli;irply delineated than in C
because the section contotir?I for C;ise 90-C were traced along the
pial surface. which is more bliarply crcascd dong c;ich fundus t h i n
is the c:ise for contours tr;iced from layer 4 . (D) A gra-levcl m;ip of
xeal distortion. The niemi arral distortion w;is 1 00.The absolute distortions :n'cr;iged 81',8
for ;irc;i. -I",, for linear. ;md h",,for angular. The
histogram o f distortion ratios (not shown) ivas very similar to that
for the imps of < h e -90 ;ires V 1 shown i n the preceding figures

which show moderate compression, whereas regions
with residual expansion tend to occur closer to tlie
perimeter of the map. These regions of greater areal
distortion are not as closely correlated with regions of
high mean curvature or intrinsic curvature as was the
case for area V1. The histogram of distortion ratios (Fig.
9E) shows a mean distortion ratio of 1.0'. which correlates with the peak of the histograni being slightly
greater than unity. The absolute areal distortion averaged
16h. The greater degree of distortion, relative to that
obtained with the V1 niap. presumably reflects the differences in the size of the region being flattened and the
correspondingly greater degree of intrinsic curvature
integrated across the surface.
Cme 9 0 4

Figure 10h shows thc flattened hemisphere (without \'1)
from Case 90-C. displayed as a niap of mean curvature
to show the pattern of gyri and sulci. The general layout
of the map is quite similar to that of Case '9-0. The
gray-level map of areal distortion (Fig. I OR) showed that
most regions were relatively undistorted; the mean dis-

Figure 9. Flat map of the
hemisphere (minus area V1)
for Case 79-0. (A) A wireframe representation of the
flattened hemisphere. In Stage
I. the surface underwent 100
corrective smoothing iterations, 3500 iterations of relaxation to a disk, and SO
perimeter morphing iterations.
Three cycles of Stage I1 operations were carried out, involving resampling to 6374 nodes
in the first cycle, 35,423
nodes in the second, and
31,247 in the third. Between
10 and 500 morphing iterations were applied at the different levels. (B)A gray-level
map of mean curvature. All
gyri and sulci can be readily
visualized on the map (see
Fig. 11 for identificdtion of
sulci). (C) A gray-level map of
intrinsic curvature in the hemisphere. Most regions with
nonzero intrinsic curvature
are concentrated in regions of
high mean curvature. (D) A
graylevel map of areal distortion. The mean distortion ratio
was 1.07; the absolute distortions averaged 16% for areal,
12% for linear, and 14% for angular. @) A histogram of distortion ratios. Very few tiles have
distortion ratios less than 0.7
or greater than 1.5. The total
surface area of the flat map
was 6764 mm2, which is 8%)
greater than the 6263 mm2 of
the threedimensiond reconstruction. We did not adjust
the linear scale by the 4% that
would be needed to compensate for this residual areal distortion, hecause of a
preference to have maximal accuracy of the scale in regions
where the distortions are minimal.

Hemisphere (Case 79-0)

D

Intrinsic Curvature

E
Number
d Tiles

tortion ratio (1.06) was very similar to that achieved for
Case 790, but the absolute areal distortion was considerably larger (25% on average). Associated with this was
a higher incidence of “hot spots” of local compression
or expansion at various places on the map. (Note the
different scales for distortion ratios in Fig. 10B vs. Fig. 9D.)
Comparisons across Hemispheres
The similarities and differences between maps of different hemispheres can be better appreciated by seeing
I0
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them alongside one another at the same scale. Figure 11
A and B shows the complete hemisphere maps for Cases

7 9 0 and 90-C.Area V1 was reattached to the rest of the
hemisphere in each case, and the various sulci are e x
plicitly labeled (see legend for full names). As an additional basis for comparison, Figure 11C reproduces a
manually generated map of the complete hemisphere
from Case 80-G that was previously published (Felleman
& Van Essen, 1991). This map uses stippling to identlfy
regions buried in sulci, thus providing in a slightly different format the same information about cortical geograVolume 8,Number I

Figure 10. (A) Flat map of
the hemisphere (minus area
V1) for Case 90-C. shown as a
gray-level map of mean curvature. In Wage 1. the surface underwent 20 corrective
smoothing iterations. 4000 iterations of relaxation to a
disk, and 200 perimeter morphing iterations. Four cycles
of Stage I1 operations were
carried out, involving resampling to 15,515 nodes in the
first cycle. 28,188 nodes in
the second, 58,385 in the
third, and 58,475 in the
fourth; 10-500 morphing iterations were applied at the different levels. (B) A way-level
map of areal distortion. The
mean distortion ratio was
1.06; the absolute distortions
averaged 25% for areal. 17%
for linear, and 19% for angular.

Hemisphere (Case 90-C)
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Comparison of Flat Hemisphere Maps

Case 79-0

Case 90-C

Case 80-G

Figure 11. Comparisons of flat maps from three different hemispheres, all displayed at the same scalc (A)Case 79-0 (same as Fig. 9B. but
with area V1 added). (B) Case 9 M : (same as Fig. 10A,hut with area V1 added). (C) Case 80-G from a macaque hemisphere (icf.fusciculuris),unfolded using manual methods (reproduced, with permission. from Felleman Sr Van Essen, 1991). Note the striking similarity in the overall
shapes of the different maps and in the relative positions of various sulci on each map. Differences between Case 79-0 and Case 9OC maps
might in part be attributed to one being based on layer 4 contours and the other on pial surface contours, hut this is unlikely to be a major
factor since these surfaces are everywhere separated by less than I mm Abbreviations for sulci: AMT, anterior middle temporal sulcus; AS, arcuate sulcus; CaS, calcarine sulcus; CeS. central sulcus; Cis. cingulatr sulcus:ECS, external calcarine sulcus; HE hippocampal fissure; 10s. inferior occipital sulcus; IPS. intraparietal sulcus; IS,h a t e sulcus; (ITS, occipito-temporal sulcus; POS, pariettwccipital sulcus; PS, principal sulcus; RE
rhinal fissure; SF, sylvian fissure; STS, superior temporal sulcus.
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phy that is discernible from the maps of mean curvature
shown in the first two panels.
The three maps are strikingly similar in overall shape.
The differences in the relative size and positions of
various sulci are modest, and the only major sulcus not
identifiable in all three hemispheres is the external calcarine sulcus of Case 90-C. Despite these broad similarities, the maps differ in important details, including their
overall size. The surface area of the three-dimensional
reconstruction is 72 cm2 for Case 79-0 and 60 em' for
Case 90-C.Part of this difference reflects the fact that the
hippocampal formation is included in Case 79-0 but not
in Case 90-C. When comparing only neocortex in the
two hemispheres, Case 90-C hemisphere has a 13%
smaller surface area than Case 79-0.The surface area of
the Case 80-G map, determined by direct planimetric
measurements, is 106 cm', nearly 50% larger than the
Case 79-0 hemisphere. Part of this difference is attributable to residual distortions associated with the manual
flattening technique, but it is also likely to reflect individual variability in the total extent of cortex.

A Surface-BasedCoordinate System

Conventional stereotaxtic coordinates provide a useful
framework for representing quantitative information
about three-dimensional spatial relationships in the
brain. Here, we introduce an alternative coordinate system that respects the intrinsic topology of the cortical
layers that run parallel to the pial surface. This surfacebased coordinate system is generated by establishing a
grid that overlays the flat cortical map, as illustrated in
Figure 12A for Case 79-0.We chose the juncture of the
foveal representation in areas V1 and V2 as a convenient,
easily recognizable locus to place the origin of this
coordinate system.The horizontal axis was chosen to run
along the long axis of area V1, which corresponds to a
line between the representation of the fovea and the far
periphery (Van Essen et al., 1984). Th; vertical axis runs
approximately parallel to the posterior boundary of V2.
The solid lines represent intervals of 10 mm within the
cortex for portions of the map that are undistorted, but
they represent smaller intracortical distances for regions

Figure 12. (A) A surfacebased coordinate system for
Case 79-0, displayed on a graylevel map of mean cuwature.
The origin is at the foveal r e p
resentation of areas V1 and
V 2 . Contours are spaced at 10
mni intenals on the map. (B)
h lateral view of the hemisphere. with the surface-based
coordinate system trdnsformed onto it. Note that horiLontal contoiirs on the map
(thin lines) tend to run anteroposteriorly in the hemisphere
and that vertical contours on
the map (medium lines) tend
to run dorsoventnlly. Shading
of thc three-dimensional hemiYphere represents mean ciirvarure. as in the flat map. White
crosses in A and B represent
points on opposite hanks of
the central sulcus. which are
separated by a much greater
distance on the flat cortical
map (12 mm) than in the
rhreedimensional reconstruction (5 mm). This is also true
tor points in or nrar the fiindus of neighboring sulci. such
;is the intraparietal and huperior temporal sulci, which can
lie far apart o n the cortical
map yet close together i n
thc-ir three-dimensional coorditiate5 (C) A medial view of
the hemisphcre. with thc surfxe-based coordinate system transformed onto it. (D) A surface-based coordinate system from Case 90-C.displayed
on a gray-levcl map of mran ciiwatiire.
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Figure 13. Color-coded representation of different cortical ;ire:is on tlie cortical map o f the complete henusphere Insets sho\v I;itcr.il and n i c ~
dial views of the hemisphere. colored ;Iccording t o the sanie scliciiie but ;ilso rendered with ohliqiie illumination. Visual ;irc;i\ ;ire shown in
shades of yellow. green. ;md orange; auditory areas in shades o f hluc-grccn: somatosensor! ;ind m o t o r ;ire;is in shades o f pink. red. ,md purple:
o l f a c t o ~ / l i r n b i c / l i i l ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~arcis
a n i ~in
~ ashades
l
o f brown .ind gray. .ind prcfrontal ;ireas in sh;idcs o f hlue mid \ iolct For m o s t fiinctional niod:ilities. there is :I progression from lightcr to darker sliades t o rct1cc.t tlic hierarchical progression from loner t o higher stziges of processing. Vi+
ual areas include V 1 ; \'2: V5;VP (vcntrxl posterior area); V5A. \' t ; \ I )'I' (\cntral occipitoteiiipor,il ;irc;i);\ ' r t (I,+tr.insition;il ;irc:i): JlT (middle
temporal area); FSI'(tloor o f superior tenipor,il area): PITd ;ind I'I'lv [ pobtcrior inferoteiiiporal arcs (dorsal :ind ventr;tl)]:CITd ;ind ( I I ' v [ceiitral inferotempor,il are;i (dorsal and ventral)];All'd and hlTv [;interior infcrotemporal a r w (dorsal ;ind wntral)]: STPp and b'I'Pa [superior temporal area polysensory (posterior and anterior)]:TF (tenipor;il :irci I:), 'l'ti (tcmpor.il area H): XlS'I'd ;cncl 51S1'1 I medi;tl superior temporal ;irc;i
(dorsal and l a t t m l ) ] : PO (panetooccipital area); PIP (posterior intr.ip;irict;il area), L I P (1;iter;iI iiitrap:irictA :irc;i). \ ' I P (ventral iiitrap;iriet:il :irc;i).
MDIJ (medial dorsiil lmrietal are;{):DP (dorsal prelun;itc ;irc;i), - 1 1 ~ IW; (tnm;il
field): ;mcl i h Som;ito~c.nror>. w a s ciiciiidc :ire:ts %I. 31). I . 1.
5 . 7h. S11. Ri (rctroinsular): PA (pohtauditory): Ig (insular gmiiii1;ir): :tiid Id (insul:ir dysgr.inul:ir) 5lotor ;irC':i> include i :6 , ;end >\lA (supplementary motor area) Auditory :ireah include areas A l (primary ;cuditor! ), IN (rostrolatcral): Chl (c;iiid~)me~li;il).
1. (1atcr;il). ;ind M'l) (other auditor! :ireas). Gustatory cortex is area 6 Arras o f the H C (1iippoc;inip;iI coniplcx) include EK (cntorliiiial cortcs). ;ireas ii :ind 36. PaS (par;isiihiculiini).
PrS (presubiculum), 5 (suhiculurn). and tields C A I and CA3. OiLictor) ;irc';is incluclc PIK (piriform cortex) :tiid R\(: (I'cri"iii!gCi;iloi~l cortex). ( ) r ~
bitofrontal areas include I I . 12, 13. -15. Pro (Proisocortex).and l'all (pcri;illocortcx) X1edi;il prcfrontal arcm include 9. 1 0 . 1 I . li.;md 5.2. Cingiilate and other linihic arcas includc arc;is 2 3 2-i.
~ 29 (rctrosplcni;tl). 4 0 ( K t i i i o r -111). a n d prostrkitr ( 1 5 . clividrd by ;in xtifickd cut into ilorcsl. <I.
and ventral, v sectors).

of residual expansion and larger distances for regions of
residual compression. We therefore refer to these units
as map millimeters (map-mm)to distinguish them from
true cortical millimeters. Given this choice of axes, the
hemisphere extends from -51 to +80 map-mm along the
x-axis and from -44 to +71 mapmm along the y-axis.For
area V1, the upper visual field representation has mainly
negative y values, and the lower visual field representation has mainly positive y values. Dorsal and ventral
portions of the hemisphere are generally associated with
positive and negative y values, respectively.
The gridwork on the cortical map can be transformed
back to the threedimensional configuration of the cortical surface, as illustrated in a lateral view (Fig. 12B) and
medial view (Fig. 12C) of the hemisphere. Lines parallel
to the x-axis on the map (thin lines, except for the
cardinal axis) tend to run in a roughly anteroposterior
direction over much of the hemisphere, whereas lines
parallel to the y-axis on the map (medium thickness)
tend to run in a roughly dorsoventral direction. This
tranformation can be used to illustrate the distinction
between standard distances that separate points in three
dimensions and the minimum intracortical distance by
which they are separated. For example, the white crosses
in Figure 12B identlfy two points on opposite banks of
the central sulcus that are separated by 5 mm in their
threedimensional coordinates; on the cortical flat map
(Fig. 12A) they are separated by 12 map-mm, i.e., more
than twice this distance (note the different scales for the
two panels). Given that this portion of the map is relatively undistorted, the value of 12 map-mm is likely to
be a close approximation to the minimum-distance
(geodesic) pathway that lies within the surface reconstruction. This approach of estimating geodesics by triangulation on the cortical map provides a convenient
alternative to the more precise but computationally intensive algorithm for calculating geodesics reported by
Wolfson and Schwartz (1989).
Figure 12D shows the corresponding surface-based
coordinate system for Case 90-C. With the same choice
for the origin of the map and the orientation of axes, the
map extends from -42 to +66 map-mm along the x-axis
and from -36 to +77 map-mm along the y-axis. These
values are similar to the upper and lower bounds for the
Case 79-0 map; the differences reflect individual variability in the intrinsic shape characteristics of the cortex and
in the particular map configuration generated by our
morphing algorithm.Using these grids, one can compare
the coordinates of corresponding geographic features in
the two hemispheres. To take a particular example, the
coordinates for the medial tip of the central sulcus are
( 3 4 , 4 5 ) for Case 79-0 and (22,45) for Case 90-C,indicating a 12-mmlateral offset in this region for the two maps.
The fact that there are substantial quantitative differences between maps underscores the need for methods
that generate accurate transformations between different hemispheres (see Discussion).
14
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Representation of Cortical Areas
The Case 79-0 hemisphere was previously used for the
creation of a physical brain model in use in our laboratory. The locations of 78 identified cortical areas had
previously been painted onto this model, based on information published in numerous studies and summarized
in Felleman and Van Essen (1991).These areal boundaries
were then transferred to the computerized model as
described in Methods. Figure 13 illustrates all 78 areas
on lateral and medial views of the intact hemisphere and
on the flat cortical map of the complete hemisphere.
Areas associated with each functional modality are
coded by a different set of colors. Within each modality,
there is a color gradient that in most cases reflects the
position of each area in an anatomically defined hierarchy of processing stages (Felleman & Van Essen, 1991).
For the visual system, the progression goes from light
yellow for area V1 to darker shades of yellow for progressively higher areas in the occipital lobe; visual areas
of the temporal lobe are shown in progressively darker
shades of green; those in the parietal lobe are shown in
progressively darker shades of orange and brown. The
somatosensory/motor system is shown in shades of red,
starting with pink for the primary somatosensory areas
and ending with dark red for the highest levels of somatosensory processing and purple for the different motor
areas. The auditory system is shown in shades of bluegreen, the olfactory/limbic system in shades of brown
and gray, and the different prefrontal areas in shades of
blue and violet.
The extent of the cortical surface estimated for each
cortical area is shown in Table 2. Column 1 lists individual cortical areas, grouped into different modalities or
functional systems (vision, etc.). Surface areas are expressed as absolute surface area on the three-dimensional reconstruction (column 2) and as a percentage of
total cortical surface area on the threedimensional reconstruction (column 3). Many of these values differ
significantly from the surface areas previously estimated
for the same set of cortical areas (Felleman & Van Essen,
1991). The estimates reported here are more accurate
because they reflect actual surface areas in the threedirnensional reconstruction (rather than planimetric measurements on a map that contains residual distortions)
and because they are based on measurements from the
hemisphere in which the boundaries had originally been
drawn (Case 7 9 9 , rather than a different hemisphere
onto which the boundaries had been transposed (Case
80-G). Nonetheless, there is much uncertainty associated
with even these improved estimates. Even in a single
hemisphere the boundaries of individual areas, when
identified by architectonic criteria, often have uncertainty limits of 1 mm or more; for areas only a few
millimeters in width this can correspond to a major
fraction of the overall areal extent (e.g., Van Essen,
Newsome, Mounsell,& Bixby, 1986).This is compounded
Volume 8, Number 1

Table 2. Surface Area of Cortical Subdivisions in the MacaqueU
Area

Cortical n w a

(mm2)

Percent
of total

Visual areas
Occipital

v1

v2
V3
VP

V3A

v4
VOT
V4t
MT
Temporal
FST
PITd
PITv
CITd
CITv
NTd

AITv
STPp
STPa
TF
TH
Parietal
MSTd
MSTl
PO
PIP
LIP
VIP
MIP
MDP
DPL
7a
Frontal
FEF

46
Subtotal (visual)

941
691

13.1

38

0.5
0.9
0.7

64
54
298

38
17

9.6

4.1
0.5

3b
1
2
5
7b

s11

Ri

k
Id
Subtotal (somatosensory)

CM

14

L
Pa

13

Subtotal (auditory)
Gustatory area
G

Prefrontal areas
9

9

224

3.1

19

0.3

139

1.9

144

2.0
0.3
0.3
0.5

38
37

0.5

13

24
19
37

93

1.3
1 .3
0.6

14

64

25
32

45
27

92

41
94
65

61
110
57
133
50

53
13
58
58
32
59
35

49
54
87

1.3
0.9
0.8
1 .5
0.8
1 .8
0.7
0.7

0.2
0.8
0.8

0.4

45
Subtotal (prefrontal)

122
3726

7

0.5
0.1

35

41

0.6

36

73

1 .o

357

5.0

LJnspecified cortex

Hippocampal formation

1.4
1 .I

136

I .9

162
137
107
26

7 7
-.-

16
16
872

I .9

1.5
0.4
0.2
0.2
12.1

SMA
Subtotal (motor)

367
197
88
652

Auditory areas
AUD

153

5.1

2.7
1.2

9.1
2.1

A1

16

0.2

RL

20

0.3

2.4

0.3

Perirhinal areas

0.8

1 .o

1.9

PS

S
CA3
Transitional areas
PI5

Pas
72
101
100

538
135
176
25
34

Subtotal (neocortex)

1.3
1.7
51.7

0.4
0.5
7.5

39

23
24
29
30

CA 1

94

0.9
0.6

Cingulate areas

0.8
0.5
0.7
1 .L

Percent
of total

0.2
0.2
0.1

10
11
12

Motor areas

4
6

(mm2;)

0.2
0.5

Somatosensory areas

3a

Area
Cortical area

ER
Pro
Pall

Paleocortex
PAC
PIR
Total non-neocortex
Total cerebral cortex

6878

95.5

42
59
35

0.6

26
19

0.4

0.8
0.5

34
7

0.3
0.9
0.5
0.1

29

0.4

9

0.1

327
7205

4.5
100.0

67

'' SLIrfdCe areas of different functional subdivisions o f the cerebral
cortex. expressed as absolute surf;lcc area (column 2) and as a percentage o f total cortical surface arra (column 3). These values accurately represent the surface area within the intact cortex. given the
particular border assignments made on the model of the hemisphere (Fellemann Sr Van Essen, 1991). We also calculated the surh c c areas on the twdimensional map for all o f these areas. The
twdimensional estimates were inaccurate by only a few percent
for most cortical areas. The inaccuracies were substantially larger
o
(more than 20%) for four arcas (vj.V3A, PIE and FEF), which are l
cated in particularly convoluted regions that contained large residual
distortions in the final map.
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Figure 14. Computerized representations of neuroanatomical data obtained from a
fluorescent retrograde tracer
injection in posterior parietal
cortex. (A) A threeiliniensional reconstrtiction of a region including the
intraparietal sulcus (IPS).
sylvian fissure (SF). and superior temporal sulcus (STS). Retrogradely labeled cells visible
in superticial layers resulting
from a tracer injection in the
intraparietal sulcus are shown
as black spheres above the
rendered surface of conical
layer 4.(B) A flat map of the
same region. using a gray-level
display of mean curvature to
display the boundaries of sulci
and gyri (abbreviations as in
Fig. 1 I ) . l'hc map was generated using the collapsiizg-twidisk method for Stage I and 2
cycles of Stagc I1 operations.
The mean areal distortion was
17%.(C) Retrogradely labeled
cells from all layers were prcjccted onto the flattened map,
where they appear as multiple fwi in several regions, especially in the intnparietai
and superior temporal sulci.
The white cross indicates the
injection site. (D) A gray-level
map of cell density. Only one
section in six was scored for
labeled cells, so the scale
shown represents six times
the density of labeled cells
ctmnted in the reconstruction
in C.

Analysis of Connectivity Data
(Case -94-C)
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by the previously mentioned fact that there is 2-fold or
more variability across individuals in the size of at least
some cortical areas. Finally,there are alternative partitioning schemes for a number of regions of the hemisphere
(see Discussion).

Connectivity Data
The utility of flat maps for displaying connectivity information can be illustrated by an example in which a
fluorescent retrograde tracer, Diamidino yellow (DY),
was injected into cortex deep within the parietal sulcus

Density of Labelled Cells

(see Methods). Figure 14A shows a three-dimensional
reconstruction of a portion of the cortex in the parietal
lobe, generated from a series of nearcoronal sections.
Labeled cells are displayed as spheres at their actual
depth relative to the surfxe of layer 4 , which was rendered opaque to visualize its shape. Most of the labeled
cells are invisible from any particular viewing angle in
the three-dimensional reconstruction, because they are
buried within occluded sulci or because they lie deep
to layer 4. Figure 14B shows the same surface after
flattening, with geographic characteristics revealed using
a map of mean curvature. The map extends from the
Volume 8,Number 1

medial wall, including the cingulate sulcus (Cis), on the
top, to the superior temporal sulcus (SlS) on the bottom.
Figure Id(; shows the results of projecting the rctrogradely labeled cells onto this nyap of layer 4 . llic I)Y
injection site was in ;ire;i VIP, at the fiindus of the intraparietd sulctis. a i d labelccl cells were distributed ;icross
m a n y visual and somatosensory :ireas, particularly i n tlie
intrap;irietal and superior temporal siilci. The varioiis
1;ibcled foci differ markedly in the density o f label. This
was quantified by calculating the density of label per
square millimeter aiicl displaying the density i n ;I gr;i?'scale representation (Fig. 14D), where the scale varies
linearly from 3 to 1200 cells/mm'. Note that owing to
the way that the cortcx is folded, some of the 1ic;it.ily
I;ibelecl foci, such :IS those in the superior temporal
sulcus, ;ire physically close t o the injection site in rhc
fiindus of the intraparictal sulcus, in terms of their scp:iration in the three-dimensional reconstruction. The possibility that connectivity patterns itre biased in favor of
short-distance pathways (fiiiidiis-to-fundus) comp:ircd to
pithways th;lt require relatively long-distance projections (gyrus-to-gyrus) is ;in issue now amenable t o q t i m i titative analysis with the techniques illustrated here.

DISCUSSION
In this report, we have described progress on sc*vcrril
distinct aspects of computerized brain mapping. These
include improved methods for three-dimensional stirkice
reconstruction and cortical flattening. coupled with the
application o f several types o f quantitative analysis.

Surface Reconstructions
Surface reconstructions of cerebral cortex can be gcncrated from many sources of raw anatomical dat;i using ;I
variety of approaches to extract tlie relevant surliice
information. We used two ;ipproaches whose relative
advantages and disadvant;iges merit brief discussion. 'I'he
more conventional surface reconstruction ;ippronch
starts by tracing the contour of cortical layer 4 on ;I
series of histological sections (as done in Case 79-0).This
approach involves inhcrent inaccuracies that arise from
tissue distortions occurring during histological processing. Also, the tracing process itself is tedious, given the
absence o f any automated way to ident@ layer .-t in
conventional histological sections. Our second apl,ro;ich
is to digitize imagcs of the cut brain surEice ciuring
histological sectioning (as done in Case 90-(1). Its major
advantiige is that thcse tiducial images are free of significant tissue distortion or section misalignment. A disadvantage is the lack of an automated means for
segmenting tlie images, i.e., identifying the cortical gray
matter of interest and removing everything else in the
image. The semiautomated procedure that we currently
use is reliable, but time-consuming. Completely ''I utomated segmentation of image data of this type h:is

proven difficult. i n the future it m;ry become feasiblc t o
implement ;i hybrid approach, in which data ;ire extracted from ;i histological section ;itid ;ire ;iccuratcly
warped to conform to the shape of the corresponding
iiiidistorted tiducial section (Toga, 1994). 'I'hc lirst stage
would be to extract contoiir information (and other
experimental data) from histological sections: the second stage would be to correct for tissue distortions by
warping contoiirs derived from histological sections
so that they conform to the tic1uci;il shape of the cut
hrain surhce. Shape-based image wirpiiig ;ilgorithms
(Miller et al.. 1993: see below) m a y prove to be ;in
effective strategy for carrying out tr;insformatioi~so f this
type.
'1.0 generate ;I three-dimensiotial wire-frame reconstruction from ;i scrics of two-diiiiensiorial contours, it is
essential to have ;I robust method to idcntif>, corrcspondiiig points on ;itljaccnt sections. 'I'his matching
process can be ver)' difficult when the coiitotirs have
complex shapes that change markedll~from one section
to the next . Fort i i n:i tel y, the IYIrrig c s progr:im (Geiger.
1993; see Methods) has recently become a~~ail;tblc
AS ;I
fiilly automated technique designed precisel!, for this
purpose. We found that ,Vzrtrge.s worked rc1i;ibly ; i d
consistentlj, on our ncuroanatoiiiic;~ldata. with errors
only in regions that had been inadquatell. s:impled.This
;ippro:ich should ;itso I x cqually iiscful on M R I scans of
the human brain. once tlie relcv;int contour clata have
been extracted from the images. ?'hiis. it represents ;I
major addition to the collection of techniques usefiil for
compiiterized brain mapping.
Because inc1ividii;il cortical I;iycrs c;innot he clistinguished readily in images o f the cut brain surhce, o u r
rccoiistruction of (:;isc 90-(1 w;is b:iseci on the c-ontoiirs
of the pial surface. 'I'lic segmented imiges irsccl for this
purpose are eqii;iIIy suitable for tracing the junction
between gray matter ;uid white niiitter, ;ilthough w e did
not carry out this step in the present stud!.. Given s c p
Kite representations of the pial surkice aiicl the jwiction
between gra!. ;ind kvhite m;itter. it shoulcl be fcasiblc to
create :in intermedi;ite surface that is constrained to lie
in between thcm. much ;is w a s illustrated b), Ihlc ;mcl
Sereno ( 1993) for MRI reconstructions of 1ium;in cortex.
It would be p;irticularly desirable to have ;in i i i t e r p k i tion techniquc that coiild cre;ite intcrmediatc surkiccs
lying at any desirccl fractional distance betnxxn the
white mitter to the pial surface, ;is this could bc iisccl to
generate ;i stack of siirkices that approximates the sequence o f cortical 1a)w-s going from the pia to the tvhitc
111;i t ter.

Surface Flattening
The present approach represents a substantial improvcment twer previous approaches to 3utom;ited flattening
o f the cerebr;il cortex. These earlier ;ippro;ichcs include
the use of simulated ;innealing to preserve the repre-

sentation of local lengths and angles (Carman & Van
Essen, 1985; Carman, 1990), a gradientdescent method
for preserving geodesic lengths (Schwartz et al., 19891,
and a metric unfolding method that progressively unfurls
the cortex while striving to maintain local geometric
relationships (Carman et al., 1995). None of these earlier
approaches has proven suitable for rapid and reliable
flattening of large expanses of convoluted cortex, at least
with the particular implementations reported. The challenge has been to formulate algorithms that work robustly and scale well with increasing size of the surface
to be flattened.
Our approach scales well because it is based on a
multiresolution strategy. Althoggh this entails numerous
operations in both Stage I and Stage I1 phases of map
generation, the operations within each stage can be
concatenated into an automated sequence, thereby simpllfying the practical aspects of flattening and morphing
a given structure. Many of the parameters used in each
operation require adjustments that depend upon the
size, shape, and pattern of Sampling of the structure of
interest. Once the appropriate range for each parameter
has been established empirically,the process as a whole
does not require extensive user interaction.
Other issues that are important for prospective users
are whether a software package is reliable and accurate,
whether it operates on conventional graphics workstations,and whether it is freely accessible (see Acknowledgments). We believe the present method is satisfactory
in all of these respects and that it will prove a useful tool
for many types of brain mapping in humans and laboratory animals. Abstracts on two other methods for rapid
cortical flattening have recently been reported (Carman,
DeYoe, & Fox, 1994;Sereno et al., 1994; see also Sereno
et al., 1995) along with our method (Anderson, Drury,
Lee, Carman, & vdn Essen, 1994). It remains to be seen
how the different methods compare in these various
respects.

Computation Time
Many factors enter into the total computation time
needed to flatten a given region of cortex. These include
the total number of nodes in the initial reconstruction,
the density of nodes used for resampling, the number of
iterations of morphing carried out at each level of resolution, and, of course, the speed of the computer itself.
With the current version of our software, the bulk of
computation time is in the reconstruction and resampling stage, while the remaining steps occur relatively
rapidly. Using a Silicon Graphics workstation (Silicon
Graphics,Mountain View, CA;R4000, lOOMHz processor),
the total computation time for flattening area V1 was
generally less than 1 hr, whereas flattening the hemisphere entailed overnight computations. This is a small
fraction of the overall time and effort currently needed
to obtain the three-dimensionalreconstructions that pro18
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vide the requisite inputs to the flattening process. We
envision that our method will be readily extendible to
high-resolution representations of complete human
hemispheres; already, we have succeeded in flattening
the entire human occipital lobe (Van Essen et al., 1995).
Fidelity
The fidelity of a cortical map can be assessed in several
ways, both qualitative and quantitative. Qualitatively,the
maps of V1 illustrated in the present study are similar in
overall shape to one another and to previous manually
generated maps (Van Essen et al., 1984, 1986) and to
computer-generated maps (Schwartz et al. 1989;Carman,
1990; Carman et al., 1995). Likewise our maps of the
complete hemisphere are similar to one another and to
previous manually generated maps (Van Essen & Maunsell, 1980; Felleman & Van Essen, 1991; Desimone &
Ungerleider,1989).Quantitatively,our maps of V1 are less
distorted than the computerized flat maps reported by
Carman et al. (1995; mean areal distortion ratio 1.01 vs.
1.08;mean absolute linear distortion 5 vs. 7%)and cornparable to that reported by Schwartz et al. (1989; linear
distortion 5%). Also, our distortion values are considerably better than those reported for manually generated
maps of Vl (ca. 20%,Van Essen et al., 1984),although the
latter estimates were only semiquantitative.
The distortion measures for the flattened hemisphere
were substantially larger than for area V1. This is to be
expected, because much of the distortion reflects the
presence of intrinsic curvature in the threedimensional
cortical surface (the cortex being curved like a sphere
and not simply folded like a newspaper). Larger expanses
of cortex contain a higher overall degree of intrinsic
curvature, and this will tend to increase the mean areal
distortion in even the best flattened map. It is possible
to reduce areal distortions by making additional cuts
along the margin of the region being flattened, just as
distortions in mapping the earth’s surface can be reduced by adding cuts. In both cases, the choice between
tolerating residual areal distortion versus introducing
additional topological discontinuities involves tradeoffs
that depend upon the specific way that the map is to be
analyzed and used. For many purposes, it is desirable to
have only a limited number of cuts in stereotyped locations; we have consistently used only four cuts for the
complete hemisphere. This allows different maps to have
shapes that are similar, aside from the differences arising
from genuine individual variability (see below). An alternative strategy is to map the cortex to a surface, such as
a sphere, that is closer to the shape of a lissencephalic
brain. This would necessitate fewer cuts to keep distortions low, but it has the inherent disadvantage that the
complete cortical surface would not be visible in any
single view.
For a given choice of discontinuities in the map, the
question that arises is how closely any given map ap-

proaches the minimum possible overall distortion. Our
morphing method is based on forces that strive to rcduce local distortions, but this is not guaranteed to
reduce global distortions on the map. We relied on empirical explorations of the parameter space that controls
the morphing process, seeking a range that for a given
reconstruction yielded a satisfactory map. The key points
in evaluating performance are (1) achieving a mean
distortion ratio close to unity, ( 2 ) avoiding any creases in
the map, and ( 3 ) demonstrating that there is insignificant
further improvement from carrying out an additional
cycle of Stage 11 operations. In such instances, and especially when very similar low-distortion maps are attained
from maps with very different starting conditions ( e g ,
Figs. 6 and 7), we are confident that the final maps are
reasonably close t o the minimum distortion attainable
for the given balance of linear and angular forces that
drive the morphing. In the future, it will be worthwhile
to explore explicit energy minimization approaches (see
Schwartz et al.. 1989; Carman, 1990) that could achieve
a global optimum in a principled way, while capitalizing
on the niultiresolution strategy introduced to make the
process efficient. With this approach, it should be feasible to explicitly adjust the balance between factors tending to reduce shear and those tending to reduce areal
distortion.
Given that even the best cortical flat maps will inevitably contain some residual distortions, it is important to
recall that the method provides ready access to the
actual surface areas associated with the three-dimensional reconstruction. The importance of accurate determinations of surface areas in three-dimensions is
exemplifed by the study of Loftus et al. (1993), who
showed that apparent left-right asymmetries in surface
area that had previously been reported for human infrasylvian cortex instead reflect left-right differences in
the three-dimensional shape and orientation of the infrasylvian cortical surface.
Partitioning Schemes,Individual Variability, and
Coordinate Systems

The summary map of cortical areas illustrated in Figure
13 is a composite representation, based on data from
numerous individual studies that were combined into an
overall partitioning scheme (Felleman Sr Van Essen,
1991). It represents one particular view of recent progress in deciphering cortical organization. There are alternative schemes for partitioning most of these regions,
including much of visual cortex (e.g., Desimone Sr
Llngerleider, 1989), auditory cortex (Seltzer Sr Pandya,
19859, and orbitofrontal cortex (Carmichael & Price,
1994). Making careful comparisons among various partitioning schemes has historically been difficult for two
major reasons, one relating to the formats in which data
are displayed and the other relating to individual variability across hemispheres. The problem of display format

arises because experimental data have typically been
presented in one particular format (section contours,
schematic hemisphere drawings, or manually generated
flat maps) without the ability to accurately convert to
alternative formats for analysis and comparison. Improved techniques for computerized data acquisition,
combined with the reconstruction and flattening strategies described here, can effectively address this problem.
For example, our current software program allows
boundaries and other types of anatomical information to
be entered on one display format (individual sections,
three-dimensional reconstructions, or flat cortical maps)
and to be automatically displayed on any other available
format.
Individual variability is a more challenging issue because different partitioning schemes are based on data
obtained from different experimental hemispheres,
which vary in the pattern of convolutions, in the size
and shape of different cortical areas, and in the position
of these areas relative to gyral and sulcal landmarks. To
address this problem more effectively, it is desirable to
be able to map data from different hemispheres into a
common framework. In addition, it is important to have
an objective coordinate system for describing locations
in the cortex that are independent of any particular
partitioning scheme. Efforts along these lines have
mainly focused on the human brain, driven in large part
by the success of functional imaging studies and the fact
that functional imaging data are digital from the outset.
The current convention is to transform the experimental
data from each individual brain into a bicommisural
coordinate space (Talairach space) derived from a particular human brain (Talairach & Tournoux, 1088; Fox,
Mintun, Reiman, Sr Raichle, 1989). Existing algorithms
used to drive this transformation rely on a set of explicitly identified landmarks associated with subcortical
structures and the perimeter of the brain (Evans, B d ,
Marrett, Thompson,& Hakin, 1988;Fox et al., 1989;Bookstein, 1991; Friston. Frith, Liddle, & Frackowiak, 1991).
tJnfortiinately,these landmark-based methods are unable
to compensate for the large degree of individual variability in cortical convolutions in humans. As a consequence,
neighborhood relationships within the cortex of a given
experimental brain are often not preserved in the mapping to the Talairach brain. Parenthetically, we note that
this limitation has not been a major problem for analyzing positron emission tomography (PET) results, because
o f the technique's coarse spatial resolution, but the issue
is much more severe for functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) because its greater spatial resolution allows activity patterns to be mapped precisely in relation
to the cortical folding pattern (DcsYoe, Bandetti, Neitz,
Miller, & Winans, I994a; Sereno et at., 1995).
A more promising approach t o the problem of individual variability involves probabilistic warping algorithms (Miller et al., 1993; Christensen, Rabbitt, & Miller,
1994) that invoke information about the full threeDrriry et al.
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Shape-Based Transformations

Option 2
2-D Warping

Figure 15. Two strategies for generating point-to-point trmsformations from one hemisphere t o another. Option 1 (upper row) starts
with a volumctric representation of hernisphcre h ;ind identities a
transforniation that w;trps it t o match the shape o f heniisphcrc B.
Option 2 relics on first gen-neratingflat maps of both hemisphcres,
on which gyral and sulcal boundaries ;ire rleniarcatetl by explicit
contours (lower row). A transformation is then identified that warps
thc flat map of hemisphere A t o match the shape of the flat map o f
hemisphere B.

dimensional shape and intrinsic geometry of the cortex.
Two such strategies are schematized in Figure 15, using
drawings of two hemispheres (the source, A, and the
target, B) and their respective flat cortical maps as cxeniplars. The first approach is to obtain a topologically
correct transformation from a three-dimensional representation of hemisphere A to match the shape of hemisphere B (.3-D warping; Optiajz I ) . This approach has
shown considerable promise in pilot studies on the niacaque (Christensen et al., 1995;Joshi, Miller, Christensen,
Coogan, & Grenader, 1995). The second approach is to
flatten each hemisphere first and then to transform the
flat map of hemisphere A to match that of hemisphere
B (2-D uiarpitg; Option 2). Because the transformation
is restricted to two dimensions, option 2 is computationally much less demanding, and its feasiblity has already
been demonstrated (Drury et al., 1995). These two approaches should yield similar, but not identical transformations, and it will be of interest to make detailed
comparisons on data sets amenable to both two-dimensional and three-dimensional transformations.
The availability of transformations that respect surface
topology will make it feasible to map each individual
hemisphere to a standardized surface-based coordinate
system (rather than requiring an independent set of
surface-based coordinates for each hemisphere, as was
illustrated in Fig. 12). The first step will be to select, for
each species, a flat map of a particular hemisphere as a
canonical representation. (Alternatively, the canonical

map could be a hybrid that contains shape characteristics derived from many hemispheres.) Shdpe-based
warping algorithms can then be used to transform maps
of each individual hemisphere, along with the associated
experimental data, onto the canonical cortical map. This
will allow every location in each experimental hemisphere to be associated with specific coordinates in a
standardized coordinate space. Basing analyses on these
coordinates will permit more objective comparisons
with data obtained from different hemispheres, particularly when the region of interest involves cortical areas
whose identities are controversial or whose borders are
uncertain. Moreover, the concept of surface-based coordinates can be naturally extended to three dimensions,
by speclfying the distance of each point above or below
the surface used to represent the cortical sheet. In this
way, each point in the entire cortical volume can be
precisely specified by three numbers that are explicitly
related to the tangential and radial organization of cortex
in the particular hemisphere under study.
Because it respects the topology o f the cortical surface, the strategy outlined above will have inherent advantages over landmark-based strategies that tolerate
discontinuous mappings of the cortical surface. On the
other hand, we emphasize that there is no unique solution to the quest for the best transformation from one
hemisphere to another, because the outcome depends
upon the particular forces and constraints used to drive
the warping. Here, we have focused on shape information related to cortical geography as a natural basis for
generating transformations between hemispheres. In the
future, it will be desirable to incorporate reliable functionally based landmarks along with geographic information in driving the transformations. These proposed
strategies are part of an evolutionary process that will
generate progressively more sophisticated ways to analyze cortical organization and to systematically study
individual variability.

METHODS
Surface Reconstructions
The specific anatomical data used in this study were
obtained from three-dimensional reconstructions of the
complete hemisphere in two macaque monkeys, plus a
partial reconstruction in a third monkey. Each case was
reconstructed using a different method and is therefore
described separately. Initial data acquisition was carried
out on Macintosh or PC computers; three-dimensional
reconstructions and subsequent flattening were carried
out on IJNIX workstations (Silicon Graphics, Mountain
View, CA).

Case 79-0
The reconstruction of the hemisphere for Case 79-0 has
been reported elsewhere (Carman et al., 1995) and is
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reviewed only briefly here, with emphasis on a few
modifications introduced for the present analysis. 'Ihe
starting point was a series of Nissl-stained horizontal
sections taken ;it 540 pni intervals through the right
hemisphere of ;I macaque brain (species unknown) that
had been acquired commercially (Carolina Biological.
Burlington, NC). The contour o f layer 4 was traced ni;tnually on photographic enlargements of each of 84 scctions. Contours were digitized by an image sc:inner.
traced automatically, and subsampled to an average
node spacing of about 500 pm. Contours from adjacent
sections werc aligned using custom software, and a
wire-frame reconstruction was generated using a semiautomated procedure that required extensive user intcraction.
To conform with previous two-dimensional maps, we
introduced one cut along the margin of ;tre;i V I , by
segregating all nodes belonging to area V1 from the
remainder o f the hemisphere. l h e surface reconstruction
for V1 contained 3848 nodes, and that for the remainder
of the hemisphere contained 24,007 nodes. Three other
cuts in the remainder of the hemisphere were introduced using a software option for disconnecting links in
the reconstruction.
The boundaries of 78 different cortical areas were
estimated from previous studies (reviewed in Fellem;in
Sr Van Essen, 1991) and were initially painted on a physical model of the Case 79-0 hemisphere (see C m m n
et al., 1995).These boundaries were transferred onto the
contours of every fifth section of the reconstruction.
Intervening boundary nodes were identitied using an
interactive boundary-drawing process applied to the flattened map. A standard fill algorithm was then applied to
identlfy all of the nodes associated with each cortical
area.

Case 90-C
The second hemisphere (Case 90-(1) was from a cynomolgus macaque (M.juscicuZurzs,3.2 kg). Before scctioning, the henlisphere was dipped briefly in dilute
methylene blue to stain the pial surface. Sections of 50
pm thickness were taken in the parasaggital plane. hiages (640 x 480 x 8 bit resolution) of the cut brain
surface were taken of alternate sections (100 pm intervals) using a video-rate CCD camera mounted over the
microtome stage. Every fifth section was used in the
reconstruction (500 mm intervals).
A major advantage of this method (Toga et al., 1994)
is that the images of the cut brain surface are in precise
register from the outset (because the camera is not
moved during sectioning) and are not distorted by histological processing (differential shrinkage, tearing, folding, etc.). The gray-level images o f the cut brain surface
(Fig. 16A) were processed using the NIH Image software
(National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD). The tirst
stage was to remove the background ice and other

portions of each image that were not part of the cut
brain surface (Fig. 16B). We are not aware o f any reliable,
purely automated method capable of accurately segmenting image dat;i of this h p e . We relied instead on
manual editing options available in NIH Image (thresholding and the paintbrush option. which were aided by
the contrast from the methylene blue staining). To examine the three-diniensiotial configuration of the data set
:it this Sage, the sections were stacked in sequence to
form a volume reconstruction and were visualized using
VoxelView software (Vital Images, Fairfield [A; see Fig.
20).
The next stage o f processing was to generatc binary
iniages representing only the gray matter of ncocortex
in individual sections (Fig. I6C). This stage of segmentation was tione using :I combination of threshokiing
(which w d S generally effective for distinguishing white
matter from gray matter) and selective :tpplic;ttion of
editing tools to remove regions of gray matter that ;ire
not neocortex (thalamus, basal ganglia, and other subcortical nuclei). l'he hippocampal formation was exclucled
in this case even though it had been included in Case
79-0. Since a subsequent stage o f processing requires
completely closed contours, artificial line scgments were
introduced to close the gaps between loci where cortex
terminates (arrows ;It the juncture with the corpus c-allosum, hippocampal complex, and olfactory tubercle).
Since layer 4 is not discernible in the unstained images
of the cut brain surktce. we based our reconstruction on
the external (pial) surface of the cortex. An automated
tracing algorithm was applied to the segmented images
taken at 500 pni intervals, and the resultant contours
were subsampled until the intewal between nodes was
about 500 pni (Fig. 16D). Architectonic borders of area
V1 were identitied on Nissl-stained sections (Fig. I 6 E )
and were transferred to the corresponding con tours
generated from the cut brain surface.
To generate ;t wire-frame reconstruction for <hse 9O-C>
we used a public-domain software program (Nzr~iges)
that allows the three-dimensional reconstruction o f complex shapes from the contours contained in a series of
sections (Geiger, 1993: Boissonnat, 1988: see Acknowledgments). Figure 16F illustrates the application of this
algorithm to six sections selected from the lateral margin
of the hemisphere. The algorithm links each node to its
neighboring nodes: the number of neighbors can be ;i
dozen or more in regions where adjacent contours differ
markedly in shape. In a few regions where there were
major shape changes between adjacent contours, the
initial output from Nzic~gescontained errors that were
identified visually and corrected using an interactive
point-and-click option in a semiautomated reconstruction procedure similar to that described for Case 79-0.I t
is essential for subsequent processing that the final reconstruction contain no topological errors. and explicit
checks for this are included in our software. It is also
important to ensure that the sampling density is ade-

Figure 16. Major steps in generating reconstructions from a
series of fiducial brain images.
(Aj An image of the cut brain
surface in Case 9OC, taken
midway through a series of
sections cut in the parasagittal
plane. Dark halo around the
margins of the hemisphere
and extending into some sulci
arises from soaking the intact
hemisphere briefly in
methylene blue. White regions
even closer to the margin are
outuf-focus ice crystals that
form during the sectioning
procedure. (B) The same image after deleting all portions
of the image execpt the cut
brain surface. (C) A binary
@lack/white) image of neocortical gray matter. White matter
was removed by a thresholding operation, and other regions of gray matter (mainly
thalamus, basal ganglia, hippo
campus, and amygdalaj were
removed using editing tools
available in NIH Image software. Straight lines were
drawn between abrupt terminations of neocortw (arrows)
to form completely closed contours. (D) Automatically traced
and subsampled contours of
the pial surface. @) Nisslstained image of a nearby section. Arrows mark the borders
of area V1 on the operculum
and in the calcarine sulcus.
(Fj A threedimensional reconstruction of six adjacent section contours from the lateral margins of the hemisphere, reconstructed using the
Nuages software (Geiger, 1993).

quate in all parts of the reconstruction. In particular, the
sampling density should be relatively uniform in all directions (so that tiles are not highly elongated) and
should capture nearly all of the folding and intrinsic
cuwature characteristics of the original surface.
The boundaries of area V1 were identified on Nisslstained sections (Fig. 16E) and transferred to corresponding locations in the reconstruction. Area V1 (43 17 nodes)
and the rest of the hemisphere (23,296 nodes) were
extracted as two separate surfaces.Additional cuts were
made in other regions, as described above, to reduce the
distortions during flattening.

Case 94-C
The utility of flat maps for displaying experimental data
on anatomical connections was demonstrated by an experiment in which an injection of a retrogradely trans22
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ported fluorescent tracer (Diamidino yellow) was made
into deeply buried cortex of the intraparietal sulcus of a
macaque (M.fuscicularis, 3.1 kg), using a multibarreled
pipette that also permitted simultaneous extracellular
recording to distinguish gray matter from white matter
(Lewis & Van Essen, 1994).The injection was carried out
under isoflurdne anesthesia; all procedures were carried
out under an institutionally approved protocol and conformed to the NIH Guide to the Care and Use of Animals.
Histological sections, acquired after a 14day survival
period and processed as described by DeYoe, Felleman,
Van Essen, & McClendon (1994b), were scored for fluorescent-labeled cells using the MD-Plot system (Minnesota Datametrics,St. Paul, MN). Contours of layer 4 were
also traced in MD-Plot, aligned using custom software,
and used to generate a tessellation with the Nuages
software. Labeled neurons could be displayed as (1)
discrete spheres in the threedimensional reconstruction,
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( 2 ) discrete dots projected onto the cortical map, or ( 3 )

density distributions that represent the number of cells
per mm2 of cortical surface (see Fig. 14).

Surface Flattening
Coordinate Sjstems

Many of the operations in both Stage I and Stage I1
require dealing concurrently with a tessellation that is
represented as a three-dimensional surface and as a twodimensional mapping. Formally, the two-dimensional
map constitutes a parametric representation, i.e., an analytic function that associates each point in a region of
the plane with a unique point in three-dimensional
space. For clarity, we use bold symbols to indicate vectors, upper-case symbols (e.g., Pi, P,) to designate nodes
belonging to one or another three-dimensional reference
surface, and lower-case symbols (e.g.,pi,pi> to designate
nodes belonging to the corresponding two-dimensional
map.

CorrectitJeSmoothing

Nodes are iteratively repositioned according to
-

P i [ n + 11 = (1 - ~ ) P ~ [+n T
l P ~ [ ~ ]

(1)

where Pi is the position of node i, n is the iteration
number, an4 T is a smoothing parameter between zero
and unity. Pi is computed by one of two options. The
simplest is to move the node toward the center of mass
of its neighbors,

where Ni is the number of first-order neighbors for node
i, and x i is the set of first-order neighbors for node i. A
more robust strategy is to move the node toward a
weighted average of the centers of all triangles that
include node Pi, thereby avoiding skewing when neighboring nodes are distributed unevenly around its perimeter,

(3)
where Ti is the total area of all tiles that contain node i,
w, is the set of all tiles that contain node i as a vertex,
ak is the area of triangle k, and Ck is the center of
triangle k. The degree of corrective smoothing applied
should be sufficient to eliminate most or all of the
obvious artifactual irregularities, but not so much as to
seriously distort the genuine cortical folds.

Rapid Flattening: Collapsing to a Disk

This method is equivalent to treating the brain as an
elastic sheet with its edges pinned down to the edge of
a circle, much like the surface making up the head of a
drum. The reconstruction is first repositioned so that its
center of gravity is at the origin. All of the perimeter
nodes in the reconstruction are then mapped in
topologically correct order to equally spaced positions
on a circle centered on the origin and situated in the
K-y plane. (In practice, we used circle diameters much
larger than the maximum length of the threedimensional reconstruction.) The interior nodes are then repositioned by iterative smoothing [Eqs. (1) and ( 3 ) ] ,while
the perimeter nodes are fixed in position. Even highly
convoluted surfaces quickly unfurl and collapse to a
near-planar configuration using this algorithm. The map
is then made strictly two-dimensional by equating the z
coordinate of all nodes to zero.
If the region of cortex under investigation will be
highly elongated in the final map, it may be preferable
to map the perimeter nodes onto a different shape, such
as a rectangle rather than a circle as described above.
This requires explicit identification of which nodes
along the original perimeter are to be assigned to each
of the four comers of the rectangle. Intervening nodes
are then mapped in order along each edge of the rectangle, with a separation determined by dividing the length
of the edge by the number of nodes interposed between
the relevant corner nodes. We have successfully applied
this strategy to a portion of the occipital lobe in the
human brain (Van Essen et al., 1995). If the surface of
interest has internal holes (i.e., is equivalent to a torus
or some other topologically complex surface), cuts can
be introduced to simplify the topology and make it
equivalent to a disk. Alternatively,it should be feasible to
allow different topologies in the initial mapping, such as
onto an annular configuration rather than a disk.

Rapid Flattening: Concentric Ring Accretion
A seed node is chosen from the interior of the surface
of interest. The initial ring consists of the immediate
neighbors of the seed node, which are mapped to
equally spaced positions on a circle of radius equal to
the root mean square (rrns) distance to the nodes for
that ring. Additional rings are added sequentially by identlfying all nodes that are immediate neighbors of the
nodes in the current outermost ring and are not already
included in the partial reconstruction. These nodes are
arranged in topological order, including identified breaks
where consecutive nodes in a ring are not connected
neighbors in the three-dimensional reconstruction.
Nodes in a ring (or arc of a ring) are assigned a radius
slightly larger than the preceding ring (incremented by
the mean spacing between the two sets of nodes in 3-D).
The polar angle separating adjacent connected nodes in
Drury et al.
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each ring is proportional to their separation in 3-D. Each
ring (and each arc of a discontinuous ring) is then
rotated and linearly rescaled to minimize the rms distance of the links that exist between the arc and the
previous ring. The initial configuration of nodes generated by this algorithm can include substantial local misalignment (shear) between interconnected nodes on
adjoining rings in certain regions of the map. This shearing can be reduced by the perimeter morphing operation, which also allows repositioning of interior nodes
(Fig. 3D; see below). For some choices of seed node, the
residual shearing that persists after these corrective
measures may lead to creases in the map that are not
correctible in subsequent Stage I1 morphing; when this
occurs, alternative seed nodes can be attempted until a
satisfactory mapping is obtained. This algorithm scales
approximately linearly with the number of nodes in the
tessellation, and thus can be fast when applied to large
reconstructions.

Perimeter Morphing
Perimeter nodes are iteratively repositioned so as to
reduce distortions. In particular, each perimeter node is
subjected to a combination of a longitudinal force and a
torsional force while the interior nodes undergo smoothing as dictated by Eqs. (1) and (3) above.The longitudinal
force ( F p g )is computed as

where S, = Pi - p j , SFf= PTf - PTf (the reference
positions), xi is the neighborhood of node i , K is an
overall weighting parameter for the longitudinal force,
and a, is a coefficient that can be used to increase
longitudinal forces for segments that have been compressed, effectively making the elastic forces nonlinear.
Equation (4) is identical to Eq. ( 3 ) in Carman et al.

where h is an overall weighting parameter that balances
the torsional force against the other types of force and
aykand a{kk'
are separate coefficients used to increase
torsional forces for angles that have become unduly
small.
For perimeter morphing carried out after collapsing
to a disk, nodes along the perimeter are first repositioned to lie on a circle of slightly increased radius. This
allows the perimeter morphing to act by drawing nodes
inward to a variable degree, thereby decreasing the likelihood of creases forming in the map.

Hexagonal Resampling
The outcome of Stage I is a surface tessellation that has
been converted from its original configuration in three
dimensions to a two-dimensionalconfiguration that preserves the original topology of the tessellation.This twodimensional map is resampled using a hexagonal
resampling grid, creating a set of resampled nodes denoted as ( r ) .
A fundamental operation in resampling is to determine the geometric relationship between any particular
node r,, on the resampling grid and the tile pjp)pk in
the original array that contains this node. (Analagous
operations are basic to the downsampling, upsampling,
and backsampling processes as well.) The tile p i p , p k
defines a local "barycentric" coordinate system (Farin,
1993) in which the coordinates of r,, reflect the fractional areas yi, 3, yk of the three triangles illustrated in
Figure 17A and given by

A

B

(1 995).

The torsional forces for node i, with neighbors j and
k, are based upon the degree to which the angles 9, and
€Ik formed by nodes ijk and nodes j k i deviate from their
desired reference values 8yfand

orf

=k(s, x N ) sin (0.
J - 9"f
J )

(5)

Wki=( S k i x N ) Sin (0, - 9,"')

(6)

~

f

where N is the surface normal and Di = DYk+ UIki
1
represents the repositioning of node i needed to make 0,
and €Ik equal their reference values. Equations (5) and (6)
;ire calculated for each triangle that contains node i, and
the torsional force is calculated as
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Figure 17. Geometric relationships used to interpolate postions of
nodes during the resampling operation.Consider tile pjp,pk (on the
two-dimensional map) that maps to tile PipjPjPk (in the threeilimensional reconstruction) by a local affine transformation. Given that
the resampled node ,T is contained within tile pjp,pk, we wish to
determine the position of the corresponding node R,,,within tile
P i P j P k . This pctsition is uniquely specified by the barycentric coordinates yj, yk that are related to the three internal triangles in A and
B (dashed lines) and are calculated according to Eqs. (8)-(11) in the
text. If the nodc r, lies outside the nearest triangle p@&,Eqs. (8)(1 1) can still be used to cxtrapolate the position of node R , However, if the shapes of tiles p j p j k and P j q P k differ greatly, this
extrapolation can yield undesirable results whose impact can be reduced by constraining the distance between R,,, and triangle
PiPjPk t o remain within a specified upper hound.
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where N is the surface normal and M , is the area of
triangle p;p,pk.If y;, yi, yk areas are all positive, then r,,,
is contained within triangle p;p,pk.
The initial hexagonal resampling is created in the
shape of a parallelogram that fully covers the origitid
surface. To determine whether each resampled node is
interior or exterior t o the original surface, the node p i
lying closest to r,,, is identified, and Eqs. @)-(lo) are
used to determine whether r,,,is contained within a n y
of the triangles associated with p i . For each resmipled
node r,,,lying within the original surface, its corresponcling location R,,, in the three-dimensional reference surface is calculated by interpolation,
(11)

As illustrated in Figure 17B, this interpokition involves
an affine transformation that places the node R,,, in a
geometrically appropriate position even when the two
triangles differ in shape (Farin, 1993).
Along the perimeter of the resampling, an additional
ring of resampled nodes is added, and Eqs. (8)-(10) are
used to calculate the corresponding positions on the
resampled three-dimensional reference surface. The major difference is that when the resampled node lies
outside the surface, one or two of the coefficients y,. y/.
yk are negative.
Curtesian Resampling
The method iised to generate a Cartesian resampling is
identical to that for the hexagonal resampling, exccpt
that the initial grid is composed of squares, rather than
equilateral triangles. To create a two-dimensional coordinate system, a convenient origin, set of axes, and node
spacing are determined on the final, minimally distorted
two-dimensional map.

Downsampliiig
Downsampling is achieved by deleting alternate rows
and alternate nodes in each remaining row. This results
in a map with an approximately 4-fold reduction in the
number of nodes. The three-dimensional coordinate5 for
each of these nodes is recomputed using the identical
strategy as in the resampling process. These coordinates,
along with a new set of neighborhood relationships
arising from the downsampling, define another surface

that is a coarse approximation to the original recotistruction (cf. Fig. 5 0 .

The morphing operation can be applied to ;I two-dimensional map, sampled at any resolution, t o reduce the
distortions on the map relative t o the local geometric
relationships in the corresponding three-cliniensioiial reference surface. The morphing operation is driven by
longitudinal and torsional forces that reflect the cleviation between current lengths and angles and their values
in the reference surface. 'l'hese forces arc identical to
those described above for perimeter morphing; the only
difference is that they are applied to interior as well a s
perimeter nodes.
For the original sampling and for the highest-resolution resampling, the relevant reference lengths are the
Cartesian distance between nodes in the three-dimensional reconstruction. However, in a clownsarnplecl reconstruction, the linear separation between neighboring
nodes may substantially underestimate the actual intracortical separation between nodes, especially in locally
folded or curved regions such as the fundus of a sulcus
o r the crown of a gyrus. Consequently, for the reference
lengths in downsampled maps we used a better approximation based on siimming the linear distances that separate all of the intervening nodes in the highest resolution
resampling.
Local creases or folds in the map can arise from the
.
application of the forces described in Eqs. ( $ ) - ( 7 ) We
have incorporated a check to detect and identdy any
creases that might occur during the 2-11 morphing 013eration. For each triangle pipjpk associated with a node
pi,the cross-product ( p i - pi) X (pi- pk,)is computed.
Because the neighboring nodes p, and pk arc visited i n
a consistent sequence (counterclockwise from above),
this cross-product will point in the upward x direction
if the triangle is topologically correct and downward if
there is a crease. It is not uncommon for creases to
occur, especially along the perimeter of the map, during
2-D morphing and during perimeter morphing. I n some
cases, these disappear upon subsequent morphing. in
which case their transient occiirrence can be tolerated.
I n other C'JSCS, they persist or become worse. in which
case it is necessary to revert to ;I new round of niorphing
with a different set of parameters. For highl!. convoluted
surfaces such as the entire hemisphere. there can be :i
substantial component o f trial and error effort needed
to obtain a successfully niorphed representation, particularly if it contains regions that were inadequately sampled in the original reconstruction. However. this can be
expedited by drawing on experience from flattening
other surfaces o f comparable complexity. hecause similar portions of the overall parameter space are likely to
be appropriate.

Upsampling

The upsampling operation takes a coarse (previously
downsampled) representation of the surface and restores the nodes present in the previous higher resolution map. For nodes that were preserved in the
downsampled map, their current coordinates are simply
copied to the upsampled map. For intervening nodes
that had been deleted during downsampling, their new
coordinates are determined by interpolation, using Eqs.
(@-(10).
Backsampling

The original nodes of the reconstruction provide the
best available representation of the original surface, because they lie directly on that surface. In contrast, the
resampled nodes lie on a reconstructed surface that is
only a piecewise planar approximation to the original
surface. Consequently, additional refinement of the map
can be achieved by letting the geometry of the original
sampling drive an additional stage of morphing, rather
than relying on the inherently less accurate geometry of
the resampled surface.This is done by the backsampling
operation, which determines the positions of the original
set of nodes on the two-dimensional map, using an interpolation process essentially the same as that described
already for the resampling operation.
Calculation of Folding and Curvature
Each point on a continuously differentiable surface can
be characterized by two principal curvatures, one associated with the direction of maximal curvature and the
other associated with the orthogonal direction. The
mean curvature is the arithmetic average of the two
principal curvatures, and the intrinsic (Gaussian) curvature is the product of the two principal curvatures. We
calculated these curvatures using the method of Maillot,
Yahia, and Verroust (1993). In brief, this method relies
upon estimating a curvature matrix for each node in the
surface by taking differences between surface normals
at neighboring points, where the normal assigned to
each node in the tessellation is the average of the normals for each tile containing that node. The curvature
matrix calculated is that which best approximates (in a
least-squares sense) the differences in the normals. The
mean and intrinsic curvatures of the surface are then
derived from the eigenvalues of the curvature matrix.
Gray-level representations of curvature were generated
by interpolating between adjacent nodes.

Distortion Measures
A variety of distortion measures can be calculated by

comparing the geometric relationships among nodes on
;I twodimensional map relative to their relationship in
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the three-dimensional reference reconstruction. We routinely calculated measures of linear distortion, angular
distortion, and areal distortion. One useful measure is the
distortion ratio DRqk given by

where aSP is the surface area of the triangle involving
nodes p,pjpk in the twodimesional map and A$ is the
surface area of the corresponding triangle pip,& in the
three-dimensional reference surface.
It was also useful to have a measure of the magnitude
of distortion that is independent of whether a tile is
compressed or expanded. For this we calculated the
absolute areal distortion, which was expressed as a
percentage value and is given by

For example, the absolute areal distortion is 100%for a
tile that is twice as large as its reference value and also
for a tile that is half as large as its reference value.

Absolute linear distortion for each node was calculated according to

Absolute angular distortion for each node was calculated according to
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